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1. TNT acquires Brazil's Expresso Araçatuba  
 
Alan Field | Apr 28, 2009 2:08PM GMT  
The Journal of Commerce Online - News Story 
 
Delivery partner since 2001 enhances South American network  
Dutch logistics giant TNT will acquire Brazilian carrier Expresso Araçatuba 
Transportes e Logística for a price of $70.4 million, on a cash and debt free basis.  
The initial purchase of 51 percent of the shares will be made in May 2009. The 
remaining 49 percent of the shares will be purchased in May 2010. The closing of the 
transaction is foreseen at the beginning of May 2009. 
Sao Paulo, Brazil-based Expresso Araçatuba, founded in 1952, has been a major 
delivery partner of TNT Mercúrio in Brazil's central-west and northern regions since 
2001. In addition to strengthening TNT's position in the Brazilian domestic market, 
the acquisition will provide TNT with a solid foundation for increasing its presence in 
transportation flows between Brazil, Chile and Argentina.  
In 2008, Expresso Araçatuba had revenue of $132.9 million and EBITDA of $6.9 
million. Araçatuba offers express delivery, mainly by road, from the south and 
southeast of Brazil to its northern and central west states, which have South America's 
largest concentration of pharmaceutical companies and large manufacturing plants. 
Araçatuba employs about 2,200 people and operates 1,000 vehicles and 40 depots. 
"This is great news for our customers, as it enhances TNT's value proposition by 
creating a seamless nationwide capability," said Curtis Watson, TNT's Regional 
Managing Director, Latin America. "Customers in Brazil can now benefit from TNT's 
broad range of services and domestic and regional coverage via the South American 
Road Network." 
Contact Alan Field at afield@joc.com . 
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2. When the Swine Flu Goes, Air Travel will Return: FDX, LUV, UPS  
 
April 28, 2009 
By: Jonathan Yates 
Contributor, Stock Traders Daily - a leader in - 
  
Rule-Based Trading Strategies 
   
While the global recession has hammered away at air carrier stocks, the swine flu 
pandemic has certainly increased the pounding.  Southwest Air (NYSE: LUV), US 
Airways (NYSE: LCC), and United Airlines (NASDAQGS: UAUA) have all 
swooned this week due to the decline in passenger air travel as a result of the 
pandemic.  When the pandemic recedes and the world economy recovers, however, 
air travel for business and pleasure will increase dramatically.   Leaders in both 
passenger and parcel air service are utilizing the recession to cement customer loyalty, 
obtain new business and streamline operations, making these stocks ideal for any 
trading plan or long term investment strategy.  Tom Kee, President and CEO of Stock 
Traders Daily, featured on April 6th the stock of Federal Express (NYSE: FDX), the 
leading global parcel carrier, as a buy at $48.56.  It is now at $53.60 (carrying freight, 
Federal Express is not affected by the swine flu). 
Southwest Airlines is the largest domestic carrier in terms of passengers, 101.9 
million in 2007.  Since 1987, it has been first in fewest overall passenger complaints.  
Along with treating passengers better, Southwest attends to its expenses diligently: 
fuel hedging saved $791 million in 2007; contracts for delivery are set through 2013.  
This loyal base and a commitment to low costs have resulted in it being the only 
profitable carrier for 35 consecutive years.   This emanates from organic growth: 
Delta Airlines (NYSE: DAL) has spent $2.35 for every $1.00 of shareholder value 
created through merger/acquisition, Southwest only three cents.  Southwest prefers to 
expand from buying landing slots at bargain prices.  Last December, 14 slots at La 
Guaridia Airport were purchased from bankrupt ATA Airlines, now allowing flights 
to New York City.   In 2010, through operating agreements with Volairs and WestAir 
Jets, Southwest will serve Canada and Mexico.  As a result, earnings per share are 
expected to increase from $.57 in 2009 to $.68 in 2010, with revenues ascending from 
$10.68 billion to $11.38 billion. 
For parcel service in the US, the withdrawal of DHL earlier this year has left only 
United Parcel Service (NYSE: UPS) and Federal Express, a classic duopoly.   Federal 
Express is the world’s largest airline in both the number of planes and freight tonnage.  
Last year, Federal Express broke ground on a Central European hub at Cologne Bonn 
Airport.  UPS is the world’s largest package delivery service, delivering 15 million 
daily to over 6 million customers in more than 200 countries. 
Though the shares of Southwest, Federal Express and United Parcel Service have 
suffered from the recession (all fell by more than 50% from 2007 highs), each is 
uniquely positioned to take off when global economic growth returns. 
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April 27, 2009 
3. Another Delay for Intelligent Mail?  

With the Intelligent Mail Barcode (IMb) program veering off the tracks, prominent 
mailers called for the U.S. Postal Service to hit the brakes today on the much-delayed 
program. 
 
“There is a general consensus that even if the USPS stays with their commitment of 
May 18 it will be almost impossible for the program to begin in a successful manner,” 
says a memo written by Jack Widener, a respected industry consultant, that 
Idealliance released today to its members. Widener, a former Newsweek executive, 
chairs the IMb users group for the major trade association. 
 
Dead Tree Edition has previously noted that IMb, a major strategic initiative for the 
Postal Service, is "a train wreck waiting to happen" because of failures in 
coordination, communication, and planning. 
 
Mailers and their vendors complain that the rules and procedures for IMb are still in a 
state of flux. Even today, the complex and critical “Service Type Identifier Matrix” in 
one USPS document contained the qualifier, “Final Revision will be completed as 
soon as possible. 
 
“When will the changes stop so the program can by implemented by USPS,” Widener 
wrote. “There are 11 open issues that are not assigned and that must be resolved with 
only 21 days to go.” 
 
Among the “show stoppers” listed by another report Idealliance sent to members 
today is one that would force Periodicals-class co-mail participants either to “leap to 
electronic payment without sufficient testing or pull out of co-mail/co-pall.” The 
report lists other restrictions for various classes of mail on co-palletization, co-mail, 
palletization, and firm bundling that would result from glitches in programs related to 
IMb. 
 
Perhaps postal executives realize, Widener writes, what even their underlings admit -- 
that USPS will not be ready on May 18 date. 
 
If so, he argues that they should “tell us now so that all can plan accordingly and alert 
their customers and suppliers in the mailing supply chain. And don’t blame it on their 
customers; if they do this it will be not due to lack of mailer preparation. We have 
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars and invested people’s time to implement as 
soon as information was received from the USPS. But we must be given adequate 
time to implement the numerous changes that are happening."  
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4. Whatever Happened To Postwatch 
28 April 2009 by Steve Lawson - © Hellmail.co.uk 
 
June 30th this year sees the publication of Royal Mail's consumer complaints report, 
and the first since the abolition of Postwatch. 
 



Postwatch was established in 2000, with a principal statutory objective to protect, 
promote and develop the interests of all customers of postal services in the United 
Kingdom, with an emphasis on representing the interests of elderly, disabled and 
chronically sick people, as well as those on low incomes and residents in rural and 
remote areas. It was also responsible for representing customer interests to the Postal 
Services Regulator, Postcomm until it was disbanded in October 2008. 
 
The actual term applied to all this change was 'amalgamation' but in reality, Postwatch, 
and it's clout, vanished without trace, and whilst much of its key responsibilities were 
absorbed by Consumer Focus, consumer representation has been largely dropped and 
replaced by a greater responsibility on UK postal operators to 'get it right'. One of our 
regular writers once described this scenario as akin to "having to negotiate with the 
school bully after having your head caved in outside the school gates", and for the 
most part, thats a fair description of the process involved. 
 
Consumer Focus, which was meant to replace Postwatch in terms of lobbying the 
government and regulators for a fairer deal for consumers, is only interested in larger 
issues and directs individuals back to the postal provider they're actually complaining 
about or to Consumer Direct which also tends to suggest you go back to the postal 
provider.  
 
The government claimed that Consumer Focus would have more powers than the 
system it was replacing but along with Postwatch, I had serious reservations as to the 
effectiveness of new statutory complaints legislation, particularly when you consider 
that the process is not even up for review until 2011. If you're on the receiving end of 
this with lost or delayed mail, this new system can by no means be described as an 
improvement. 
 
The abolition of Postwatch, was as far as I can ascertain, brought about partly through 
the success that Postwatch achieved, and partly a way to cut costs, but its passing then 
presented a whole new structure that is as yet, not fully tested. In effect, we start all 
over again, although the many processes involved in deregulation of postal services in 
the UK have all followed a similar line with one idea being replaced by yet another.  
 
Even as far back as 2004, the National Audit Office hinted that: "There is scope to 
reduce annual running costs; for example, by sharing the provision of administrative 
and support functions between consumer bodies." 
 
As I have little or no expertise in the energy market, I can't say for sure whether it has 
been a great success for energy customers either but certainly BBC's Watchdog has on 
numerous occasions picked up on incorrect billing and high fuel prices long after 
trade prices came down. Whilst Consumer Focus has been vocal about these elevated 
prices, not much seems to have happened. All this leads me to the conclusion that far 
from strengthening the rights of consumers, in most cases their voices have been 
silenced. One has to accept (however uncomfortable it might be) that energy suppliers 
will charge as much as they can get away with and that a large postal organisation 
doing everything it can to slash operating costs is likely to have a conflict of interest 
when producing figures on complaint handling. There just seems to be way too much 
'trust' placed on companies to deliver a good deal for consumers. 
 



Consumer Focus has fairly limited information available in terms of specific 
complaints but it does state: 
 
"The Government has stated that it is the supplier of the service being complained 
about who should take responsibility for giving the customer a satisfactory response. 
Initially, customers should contact their service provider with any concerns about 
their postal service. All licensed postal providers will be expected to help their 
customers resolve complaints." 
 
Well its a handy catch-all I suppose, but I doubt I could have even dreamt that one up, 
no matter how much cheese I'd eaten the night before. Yes ofcourse suppliers have a 
responsibility to provide a satisfactory response to complaints but trying to find 
anyone to listen, other than an automated switchboard and different voices each time, 
as well as a lengthy redress system if you hit a brick wall. If I wanted impartial advice 
over a transaction in a shop, I'd have far more faith in Citizens Advice, I would not 
have the same confidence in dealing with the shop itself. This entire system assumes 
everyone is honest. It does not allow for the obvious conflict of interest with matters 
such as budgetry constraints. 
 
Conversely, you can't have a situation where every supplier is overseen by publicly-
funded watchdogs. 
 
What concerns me here is the length of time that will have elapsed before the new 
complaints structure is reviewed as well as the emphasis o meeting 'targets', a premise 
that has been proved to be a failure so many times. Whilst pointing the finger at no 
one here, I've worked in several industries where figures are 'manipulated' to avoid 
questions being asked, and to place the onus entirely on the supplier to police 
complaint handling is simply asking for trouble. 
 
So where does the buck finally stop? You won't be surprised to discover that 
ultimately it is with Royal Mail's Postal Review Panel and if push comes to shove, the 
Independent Postal Redress Scheme. What isn't clear is how long it might be before 
you reach that stage, how much it may have cost you in time and telephone calls and 
how many of those customers who simply give up, ever appear on the Consumer 
Complaints Report. One thing Postwatch was extremely adept at, was in the collation 
of key complaints issues and addressing those as a whole but it is unclear just how 
Royal Mail and other operators will look at the complaints they receive and create 
strategies to address them. We simply don't know. 
 
What we do know is that with the partial sale of Royal Mail and the Postal Services 
Bill hanging like a limp squid, no one is quite sure of the next phase of liberalisation 
and Postcomm is reluctant to make any sweeping changes until the bill either goes 
through or is scrapped altogether. The uncertainty is not helping consumers. 
 
I'm still waiting for a response from Consumer Focus, and that was around four 
months ago. Postcomm by comparison replied in under thirty minutes with all that I 
asked for. Postcomm too is to be scrapped. I assume that I can expect no response 
from anyone once Postcomm goes and all we'll have to look forward to then is the 
annual Complaints Report from Royal Mail. 
 



The Postwatch team did much to turnaround Royal Mail's complaints procedures and 
the improvements made were a direct result of the work done by both the consumer 
watchdog and Royal Mail itself but Hellmail too is poorer for all this change. The lack 
of quick answers to postal consumer issues is frustrating and we presume customers 
too are experiencing the same. We formed a strong working relationship with 
Postwatch that helped solve some difficult problems in a relatively short space of time, 
all of which has been lost.  
 
Clearly it means Hellmail has even more work to do as the regulatory framework 
continues to evolve. Who knows, someone somewhere, may just get it right... 
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5. Docmail Hybrid Mail Pledges To Hold Down Prices 
28 April 2009 by Steve Lawson - © Hellmail.co.uk 
 
The new hybrid mail service, Docmail, has pledged to hold down its postal prices 
despite the recent rise of First and Second class stamps. 
 
Managing director of CFH Total Document Management, Dave Broadway, who runs 
the Docmail service, has said that he will continue hold his prices for at least three 
months, resulting in increased savings for customers. From 6 April 2009 Royal Mail 
announced the price of posting a standard letter weighing up to 100g was to rise by 3p 
to 39p for First class and to 30p for Second class. 
 
“Businesses and members the public are under pressure from all sides at present,” 
says Dave Broadway. “We have therefore decided to freeze the already low prices for 
our Docmail service for a minimum of three months from 6th April.” 
 
Docmail is a new generation hybrid mail service where customers compile and send 
their letters direct from their desk-top. Costs start from just 25p for a one-sided letter 
in black, and in colour from just 32p - that includes postage, paper and envelope, as 
well as printing and all administrative costs. 
 
This is how it works: customers compose their letters and compile their address lists 
using their normal word processor and spreadsheet, and then submit them via their 
Docmail portal. Correspondence is then sent by secure electronic link to Docmail, 
where the letters are printed, folded, enclosed, sorted and distributed via CFH’s down 
stream access facility, before being delivered to the Royal Mail for final mile delivery. 
 
CFH has calculated the average cost of sending a letter – before the pending Royal 
Mail price increase – including stationery, print costs, and postage of a standard item 
is 86p. By using Docmail, that’s a saving of up to 61p per item. Since it was launched 
in November, the Docmail service has been taken up by members of the public, as 
well as businesses large and small throughout the country, enabling them to send out 
good quality information quickly and efficiently. 
 
“There are two questions everyone asks us - how can we offer these savings, and how 
secure will my data be?” continues Dave Broadway. “As one of the country’s leading 



secure printers, we offer complete peace of mind to our customers. The CFH factory 
is APACS accredited, with security features designed to protect sensitive data for 
cheques and bank statements, so we are ideal to handle this kind of information. 
 
“Our scale of operations, and our own downstream access facility, means that we are 
able to continue to offer this level of saving to customers.” 
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6. Letter: A novel way for Postal Service to cut costs 
APRIL 28, 2009  
On April 7, the U.S. Postal Service held a town hall meeting at Mansfield Senior High 
School to address concerns the public had about moving outgoing mail operations 
from Mansfield to Akron. 
It seems Don Marshall, the spokesman the Postal Service sent to answer these 
concerns, was lacking in his knowledge of the proposed consolidation. Many of the 
questions and concerns asked by the public were not answered adequately, or simply 
were not answered at all. 
Questions such as how did they come up with the proposed savings amount; what is 
their backup plan in case of an emergency; why does the standard mail that Akron 
already processes for the 448 and 449 area continually arrive late; how are the 7,000-
plus signatures on petitions opposing this move taken into consideration; and what 
about delays due to high volume of mail, weather or traffic. These questions and 
many more were given elusive answers, or not answered at all. 
Why would the Postal Service send someone who was so unprepared to answer these 
questions when that was the whole purpose of the meeting? 
It is public knowledge that Don Marshall, district manager of the Northern Ohio 
District, earns $165,235 a year. (You can find this information online.) For a man to 
earn that much money and have virtually no answers for the public is a waste of the 
Postal Service's money. If the USPS wants to cut cost, I think they should start with 
his salary and leave the mail processing in Mansfield. 
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7. Chicago will have last 24-hour post office in U.S. 
It's all-hours to put a stamp on it 
By Angie Leventis Lourgos | Special to the Tribune  
April 29, 2009 
man from Bangladesh finished his Immigration papers late one weeknight and 
decided to send them immediately, if only for peace of mind. 
 
Mohammad Islam, 30, of the Jefferson Park wanted his important documents handled 
by U.S. Postal Service personnel -- not a computerized kiosk or self-service desk. He 
and his brother-in-law Habib Rouf, 42, mailed the packet around midnight at the 
overnight post office at 358 W. Harrison Street. 
 
"We just thought if we get in the system, it might get there sooner and speed up the 
Green Card process," Rouf said. 



 
Soon Chicago will be the only city in the nation with full 24-hour postal service. New 
York's main post office plans on closing its overnight windows on May 9. 
The James A. Farley post office -- once a haven for New Yorkers filing last-minute 
tax returns or other pressing documents -- will end teller service at 10 p.m. on 
weeknights and earlier on weekends. The lobby will remain open overnight, allowing 
customers access to post office boxes and automated kiosks to buy stamps and send 
packages. 
 
"Just about anything you can do at the counter, you can do at the automated postal 
center," said George Flood, spokesman for the U.S. Postal Service in the Manhattan 
area. 
 
He said the weak economy is to blame for shrinking hours of service at Farley as well 
as 10 other New York post offices. Nationally, mail shipments dropped by 9.5 billion 
pieces this year, and the agency has said it will run out of money without help from 
Congress. 
 
While there are no immediate plans to scale back Chicago's 24-hour service, its future 
isn't secure given the state of the economy. Overnight shipments were down 20 
percent in March compared with the same month last year, said Mark Reynolds, 
Postal Service spokesman in Chicago. 
 
"In these times, everything is being looked at a little more closely," he said. "We're 
evaluating all of our options." 
 
At least 22 postal facilities, mainly in large cities and near airports, offered 24-hour 
window service in the early 2000s, said Postal Service historians Meg Ausman and 
Jennifer Lynch.  
 
But one by one, they called it a night. Omaha closed 24-hour service in January 2006. 
Indianapolis ended overnight tellers on May 27, 2006. Salt Lake City shut down its 
late-night windows on Feb. 3, 2007. Dallas curtailed its hours on Feb. 2, 2008. Denver 
stopped catering to night owls on March 29. 
 
Of all the revolutions in the postal service -- from ZIP codes to airmail to self-
adhesive stamps -- the near-death of overnight service is a relatively small change, 
said Nancy Pope, historian at the National Postal Museum in Washington, D.C. She 
surmises that it will have a greater impact on the New York-Chicago rivalry than on 
postal service history. 
 
"Are you guys saying you have the nightlife now and New York doesn't?" she said. 
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Collected by Chairul Anwar, Bandung, Indonesia. 
E-mail address : chairulanwar49@operamail.com, uyungchairul@plasa.com. 

 


